
Curiosity Community Communication and Emotional Awareness 

Welcome to Year 5’s Summer Term 2021 overview. 

This term, we will be learning about: 

English 

 

To support History topic we’ll be 

reading Street Child by Berlie 

Doherty. We’ll use this to develop 

the ability to persuade in letters, 

write character description and 

put together a factual report 

based on the workhouses and the 

life of Dr Barnardo. 

                   

Maths 

 

We’ll continue to explore  

decimals before moving 

on to shape, position, 

direction as well as using 

and converting metric 

units. We’ll be keeping 

the other skills going, so 

practise your times 

tables and arithmetic too 

please.  

 

Science 

 

We’ll continue our investigations of life 

processes, life cycles and reproduction 

of amphibians, insects, birds and sexual 

reproduction in humans. 

 

Later, we’ll take a look at Light: how it 

travels and its practical uses in simple 

optical equipment. 

 

We’ll be working scientifically in all our 

topics . 

 

History 

 

History will take us 

back in time to the 

Victorian period as a 

significant turning point in British 

history. We’ll look at some of the 

main characters such as Queen 

Victoria, Charles Dickens & Mary 

Seacole, as well as some of the 

huge changes that occurred in 

transport, travel, industry and the 

lives of children. We’ll draw on 

examples from Victorian Winslow 

where possible. 

  

Computing  

 

This term we will initially 

be learning how to ….  

Game Creator – creating 

a maze style game 

through 3D modelling 

tools. Share and evaluate 

on Blog? 

Followed by…3D 

modelling using 2create – 

plan view, rotating 

images, adjusting plot 

points, designing for a 

purpose 

Religious Education and PSHE 

 

In our Summer 1 RE we’ll think about 

who and what inspires us and the 

importance of Pentecost to the 

Disciples. 

In Summer 2, time will be spent on 

considering: What’s best for our world? 

Does religion help people decide? This 

will link well with our Biology topic on 

life cycles. 

 

Meanwhile in PHSE, we’ll explore 

aspects of Being my best and Growing 

and Changing. 

P.E. 

 

We aim to develop practical skills 

in order to participate, compete 

and lead a healthy lifestyle 

tag rugby and athletics. 

Music 

Summer 1: Dancing In The Street

 Summer 2: Reflect, Rewind 

and Replay. 

French 

We will be looking at Music and  

use dictionaries , form opinion in the 

context of music; and give reasons 

why, using 'parce que' (because); 

 

Art & DT 

We’ll be 

taking a peek 

at the work 

of Georgia O'Keeffe and 

her New Mexico landscapes. 

In DT - Frame structures – 

possibly making a  

Marble Run or Bird Hide 

and/or baking bread. 

 

If you would like to 

buy a copy for your 

child, please ensure it 

is named before they 

bring it in to school. 


